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AND ILAN M. KROO*
Ames Research Center
Summary
An experimental investigation was conducted
during JuneÐJuly 1987 in the NASA Ames 11-Foot
Transonic Wind Tunnel to study the aerodynamic
performance and stability and control characteris-
tics of a 0.087-scale model of an F-8 airplane fitted
with an oblique wing. This effort was part of the
Oblique Wing Research Aircraft (OWRA) program
performed in conjunction with Rockwell Interna-
tional. The Ames-designed, aspect ratio 10.47,
tapered wing used specially designed supercritical
airfoils with 0.14 thickness/chord ratio at the root
and 0.12 at the 85% span location. The wing was
tested at two different mounting heights above the
fuselage.
Performance and longitudinal stability data were
obtained at sweep angles of 0¡, 30¡, 45¡, 60¡, and 65¡
at Mach numbers ranging from 0.30 to 1.40. Reynolds
number varied from 3.1Ê· Ê106 to 5.2 · Ê106, based on
the reference chord length. Angle of attack was
varied from Ð5¡ to 18¡. The performance of this wing
is compared with that of another oblique wing,
designed by Rockwell International, which was
tested as part of the same development program.
Lateral-directional stability data were obtained
for a limited combination of sweep angles and Mach
numbers. Sideslip angle was varied from Ð5¡ to +5¡.
Landing flap performance was studied, as were the
effects of cruise flap deflections to achieve roll trim
and tailor wing camber for various flight con-
ditions. Roll-control authority of the flaps and
ailerons was measured. A novel, deflected wing tip
was evaluated for roll-control authority at high
sweep angles.
The raised wing mounting position did not achieve
the benefits anticipated by Rockwell International
and degraded performance. Cruise flap deflection
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was moderately effective in achieving roll trim,
but the limited deflections tested did not show any
performance improvements. The maximum lift coef-
ficient with landing flaps fell short of the value
assumed during preliminary design, although the
lowest Mach number tested was well above the
expected landing approach Mach number. A
Òshark-finÓ vortex generator was ineffective in
modifying the stability characteristics.
The variable-sweep wing demonstrated good per-
formance over a wide Mach number range. New,
thick, high-lift transonic airfoils were specially
designed for the F-8 OWRA. Both the wing
dragrise characteristics and the overall envelope
of the L/D (max) curves for the vehicle demon-
strated that the airfoil design goals were met.
Simple sweep theory and other approximations
provided useful guidance for wing design and for
interpreting the wind tunnel data.
Introduction
Research on the analysis and design of oblique wing
aircraft was conducted at Ames Research Center in
parallel with work at Rockwell International
under contract to NASA during the Oblique Wing
Research Aircraft (OWRA) program [Rockwell
International 1984; Rockwell International 1987].
The objective of these efforts was the design of an
oblique wing flight demonstrator to be based on the
Vought F-8 Crusader. The results of testing the
Rockwell-designed OWRA in July of 1988 were pub-
lished by Kennelly et al. [1990]. This report pre-
sents the results of testing the Ames-designed wing
for the OWRA in the Ames 11-Foot Transonic Wind
Tunnel during JuneÐJuly 1987.
A high-aspect-ratio oblique wing was mounted on a
scale model of the F-8 airplane. The new wing was
sized to represent a full-scale wing with 300 sq ft
planform area. For comparison, the production F-8
has a 350 sq ft wing with AR 3.6 and quarter-chord
sweep angle of 42¡. The 0¡-to-65¡ variable sweep
2wing was pivoted about an inclined axis so that the
wing banked to the right as it was swept, right tip
forward. Two wing pivot heights were considered
for the wing; the wing could be mounted just above
the fuselage or raised somewhat.
The primary test objectives were to examine the
performance and stability characteristics of the
Ames-designed wing and to provide timely infor-
mation on the effects of the wing height and pivot
axis inclination angle proposed by Rockwell. Flap
and aileron effects were measured to provide a pre-
liminary look at the performance of a 300 sq ft
(full-scale) wing on the F-8 fuselage prior to final
wind tunnel validation of the contractorÕs aerody-
namic stability and control model.
Other test objectives included examination of the
benefits of varying the wing camber with wing
sweep for efficient roll trim and measurement of the
effectiveness of deflected tips as an alternative to
ailerons for roll control at high sweep angles. A
simple fuselage-mounted vortex generator was also
tested.
It should be noted that several other oblique wing
tests using an F-8 model have been conducted at
Ames Research Center. Some comparisons with
results from the 300 sq ft Rockwell-designed wing
[Kennelly et al. 1990] are presented here. (Indeed,
some of the data for the Ames wing, the subject of
this report, were actually obtained in July 1988
during this second test.) In his doctoral disserta-
tion, Morris [1990] draws upon data presented here
and in the report on the Rockwell wing, as well as
upon unpublished results from tests of two smaller,
250 sq ft wings. Several other wings, including one
with an 8:1 elliptical planform, were tested
[Graham, Jones, and Summers 1973; Smith, Jones,
and Summers 1975; Smith, Jones, and Summers 1976],
but those data are not directly comparable because
of differences in inlet fairing, tail incidence angle,
presence of ventral fins, method of wing
attachment, etc.
Nomenclature
The reference axis systems and sign conventions
employed are illustrated in figureÊ1. Lift and drag
are presented in the stability-axis system, and the
other forces and moments are presented in the body-
axis coordinate system.
Symbols
AR aspect ratio, b2/S
b wing span
c wing chord
cref wing reference chord
croot wing root chord (unswept)
CD drag coefficient, (drag force)/qS
CD (min) minimum drag coefficient achieved as
angle of attack is varied near zero
degrees
cd airfoil section drag coefficient, (drag
force)/qc
CL lift coefficient, (lift force)/qS
CL
a
lift-curve slope, d(CL)/d a  (per deg)
CL (max) maximum lift coefficient as angle of
attack is increased past stall
cl airfoil section lift coefficient, (lift
force per unit span)/qc
Cl rolling moment coefficient, (rolling
moment)/qSb
Cl
b
lateral stability parameter, d(Cl)/d b
Cm pitching moment coefficient, (pitching
moment)/qScref (see fig. 2 for
location of moment-center)
Cm
a
derivative of pitching moment with
angle of attack, d(Cm)/d a  (per
deg)
Cn yawing moment coefficient, (yawing
moment)/qSb
Cn
b
directional stability parameter,
d(Cn)/db
CY side force coefficient, (side force)/qS
L/D lift-drag ratio
L/D (max) maximum lift-drag ratio achieved as
angle of attack is varied (fixed
Mach number and sweep angle)
Ma free-stream Mach number
Ma
^
component of free-stream Mach number
perpendicular to the 0.40c line of
the wing
q free-stream dynamic pressure
3Re Reynolds number
S wing reference area
x Cartesian coordinate along axis paral-
lel to model centerline; positive
downstream
y Cartesian coordinate along wing span
perpendicular to centerline; posi-
tive to right
z Cartesian coordinate vertical from
fuselage centerline; positive
upward
Greek symbols
a angle of attack (deg)
b sideslip angle (deg)
L sweep angle of the wing in a horizontal
plane, measured between the 0.40c
line of the wing and a perpendicu-
lar to the body axis; positive angles
mean right tip forward (deg)
Configuration and control surface codes
HP High pivot: wing raised above the
fuselage, on bare cylindrical post
HPF High pivot with fairing; same as HP
but with addition of a fairing
around the mount post
LP Low pivot: wing mounted just above the
fuselage
LA Left aileron (+58% to +85% semispan)
LI Left inboard flap (+9% to +34%
semispan)
LO Left outboard flap (+34% to + 58%
semispan)
LT Left tip (hinged along +85% semispan)
RA Right aileron
RI Right inboard flap (right-side controls
same as left)
RO Right outboard flap
RT Right tip
Model Description
An aspect ratio 10.47 wing was mounted on a
0.087-scale model of an F-8 fighter-type aircraft as
shown in figure 2. The fuselage, empennage, and
ventral fins were based on the AmesÐDryden F-8C
Digital-Fly-by-Wire testbed vehicle, but the
model engine inlet was faired over. The wing was
mounted above the fuselage on a pivot shaft, rather
than submerged within it. The horizontal and
vertical tail surfaces have NACA 65A006 airfoil
sections and a 45¡ swept quarter-chord line. The
horizontal tail was mounted at 0.0¡ incidence
relative to the fuselage centerline. The oblique
wing airfoils were modern, thick ÒsupercriticalÓ
sections.
Lofting of the wing surface was linear from root to
the planform break at 85% semispan. The wing
leading edge was ÒshearedÓ rearward 4¡. (The term
ÒsweepÓ will be reserved for motion of the wing as a
whole.) There were 2¡ of washout between wing
root and the planform break, measured between the
reference axes of the defining airfoil sections. (The
airfoil reference axes do not correspond to the air-
foil chord lines, but rather are arbitrary coordinate
axes for defining the individual airfoils.) The wing
was lofted with a small amount of dihedral such
that the upper surface was flat along the 0.40c line.
Pertinent dimensions of the wing, fuselage, and tail
are given in table 1. Airfoil section OW 70-10-14, of
14% thickness, was used at the wing root and the
12% thick OW 70-10-12 from 85% semispan to the
wing tip. Both airfoils were designed for efficient
high lift, with cl near 1.0 at MachÊ0.70. The
OW 70-10-12 was adapted from airfoil 70-10-13
[Bauer et al. 1975] using the airfoil manipulation
program of Collins and Saunders [1984]. It has been
evaluated in a two-dimensional wind tunnel test
(unpublished). Airfoil OWÊ70-10-14 is new,
designed using the method of Kennelly [1983] and
with the aid of the analysis code described by
Bauer et al.Ê[1975]. Sketches and normalized
coordinates of the airfoils are given in figureÊ3.
The wing pivot axis was inclined so that the wing
banks as it sweeps (right tip forward and down).
The wing bank angle was 10¡ at 65¡ sweep, viewed
along the long axis of the fuselage. The pivot axis
inclination was chosen by Rockwell International
[1987] to be 7.894¡ forward and 5.0¡ to the right in
order to counteract a sweep-dependent side force
observed in previous tests. In addition to wing bank,
this choice of axis tilt yields a wing root incidence
4(of the airfoil reference axis) of 0.0¡ at both the 0¡
and 65¡ sweep angles.
High and low mounting posts were used to simulate
the two candidate wing heights. Each had a two-
position locating pin that engaged one of five holes
on the underside of the wing 15¡ apart to establish
wing sweep settings. Wing sweep angles of 0¡, 30¡,
45¡, 60¡, and 65¡ were tested on the Ames OWRA
configuration. As shown in figure 4, the high pivot
had a removable fairing. Installation photographs
of the model in the wind tunnel are shown in fig-
ureÊ5. The wing is in the low-pivot position with
ailerons deflected.
The wing had flaps, ailerons, and deflectable tips
that consisted of detachable segments machined at
fixed deflection angles. The tips were ÒhingedÓ
along a chord line at 85% semispan, and the trail-
ing edge devices were hinged at 70% chord. The
ailerons extended laterally from 58% to 85%
semispan. The flaps were built in two segments to
permit evaluation of the effectiveness of inboard
vs. outboard location, and for testing their effect on
cruise drag. The outboard flap segments covered
34% to 58% semispan, while the inboard flaps ran
from 9% to 34%. The left, inboard flap could not be
deployed in a positive sense, i.e., downwards, when
the wing was swept. Left- and right-hand side
control surfaces had the same chordwise and
spanwise dimensions.
A 0.10-in.-wide strip of glass beads was placed at
10% x/c from the leading edge on the upper and
lower wing and tail surfaces and in a ring 1.0 in.
from the nose of the fuselage to ensure consistent
boundary layer transition. The bead diameter was
nominally 0.0058 in., calculated to induce transition
with the wing unswept at tunnel Reynolds number
3.3Ê· Ê106/ft (corresponding to qÊ= 700 psf,
MachÊ1.40) based on the criteria of Braslow and
Knox [1958].
Test Facility
The test was conducted in the Ames Research
Center 11-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel, part of the
Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel complex. It is a closed
circuit, continuous flow facility capable of opera-
tion at stagnation pressures from 0.5 to 2.25 atm
(corresponding to unit Reynolds numbers from
1.5Ê · Ê106/ft to 9.4Ê · Ê106/ft). The Mach number is
variable from 0.30 to 1.45, with a flexible-wall
nozzle forming an adjustable throat for supersonic
flow in the test section. The slotted-wall test sec-
tion permits testing through the transonic range. A
3-stage axial flow compressor powered by up to four
45,000 hp induction motors drives the wind tunnel.
Data acquisition and reduction tasks were per-
formed by the NASA Ames Standardized Wind
Tunnel System (SWTS), a distributed system con-
sisting of signal conditioning hardware, mini-
computers for device interfacing and real-time data
monitoring, and a Digital Equipment Corporation
VAX-11/780 computer for final computations,
reporting, and archiving.
Test Procedure and Data Reduction
The model was supported on a sting through the
base of the fuselage, and an internally mounted six-
component strain-gauge balance selected for its
high rolling moment capacity measured forces and
moments. The Task ÒMark XXXIVÓ balance capaci-
ties are 5000 in.-lb roll, 400 lb axial force, 3600 lb
side force, and 7000 lb normal force (Able Corpora-
tion, Yorba Linda, CA). Using measured values of
sting cavity pressure, the balance data were
adjusted to a condition corresponding to free-stream
static pressure on the base of the model. Due to
accidental breakage of the sample tubes, many of
the runs were inadvertently made without cavity
pressure measurements. To allow base corrections, a
look-up table based on Mach number and angle of
attack was created using the results of earlier runs,
which were unaffected by the mishap. These cav-
ity pressure corrections were subsequently verified
by comparison with data from other F-8 OWRA
tests which used the same fuselage and sting
arrangement. Several sets of repeat runs, discussed
below under Error Analysis, also confirm the valid-
ity of this approach to the cavity correction.
The reference quantities used for data reduction are
summarized in table 1. The moment center was
located on the model centerline at the longitudinal
position of the wing pivot (at 0.4croot), as shown in
figure 2.
Most data were obtained at constant q = 700 psf,
corresponding to Reynolds numbers between
2.5Ê · Ê106 and 3.9Ê · Ê106 based on the unswept refer-
ence chord. The initial investigation of pivot
height effects consisted of a run series at each wing
sweep angle over a range of Mach numbers centered
on that value corresponding to Ma^  = 0.70, the
design Mach number for the airfoils. Tunnel Mach
number was held to within ±0.003 of the nominal
value for each series of runs. Angle of attack ranged
5from Ð5¡ to +18¡ except where limited by model
strength safety factors or balance rolling-moment
capacity. Model configuration codes and angle-of-
attack schedule designations are listed in table 2,
and excerpts from the run schedule are presented
diagrammatically in tableÊ3. (Since some of the
results to be discussed are taken from a later test of
the same model, portions of that test schedule are
shown in table 4.) Once the better pivot height was
chosen, additional studies were made of aileron
effectiveness (10¡ and 30¡ deflections), tip deflec-
tion effectiveness (5¡ and 10¡ deflections), low-
speed CL (max) for inboard, outboard, and combined
flap segments (30¡ and 50¡ flap angles), and the
effect of flap and aileron deflection on loiter and
high-speed cruise performance. A small number of
runs were devoted to looking at the interaction
between sideslip (±5¡) and sweep angle. Finally, a
series of runs at qÊ=Ê1200 psf examined Reynolds
number sensitivity.
Attack and sideslip angles were measured by the
angular Òknuckle-sleeveÓ drive system of the model
support strut located at the base of the sting, with
corrections for balance and sting deflections based
on pretest calibration. Angle of attack was further
corrected for flow angularity using previously
measured values ranging from 0.02¡, for Mach 1.05
and above, to 0.10¡ for Mach numbers below 0.60.
As in previous OWRA project tests, no corrections
for model blockage or buoyancy were applied. The
small buoyancy does not affect the drag increment
between various wing configurations tested on the
same fuselage-sting arrangement. Furthermore, the
balance capacity required to support the large
(untrimmed) moments inherent to oblique wings
precludes drag measurement with sufficient preci-
sion to make a buoyancy correction meaningful. For
similar reasons, no corrections for Ògrit dragÓ or
laminar run ahead of the transition strip were
applied.
Results and Discussion
Effects of Wing Height
The first test runs of the Ames 300 sq ft wing were
devoted to measuring forces and moments for two
different wing mounting heights above the fuse-
lage: a low pivot (denoted LP), with the wing
nearly resting on the top of the fuselage, and a high
pivot which had been suggested by contractor
Rockwell International as a means of reducing
wing/fuselage interference. This second wing posi-
tion was tested both with and without a fairing
around the mount post (configurations HPF and HP,
respectively). The unfaired pivot was not envi-
sioned as a practical mounting scheme, but was
tested to help assess the impact of increased side
area when the fairing was added. The force and
moment results for these three pivot/fairing con-
figurations are presented in figures 6(a)Ð(s), orga-
nized by sweep angle and Mach number. Summary
plots of maximum L/D, minimum drag coefficient,
lift-curve slope, and pitching momentÐcurve slope,
grouped by sweep, are plotted vs. Mach number in
figures 7(a)Ð(e).
The advantages of the high-pivot wing location
appear to be outweighed by its disadvantages. As
expected, the side force is somewhat reduced at 45¡
sweep for Mach = 0.95 and above. In addition, due
to an unexpected trend in the data, side force is also
reduced at high lift coefficients with 60¡ and 65¡
sweep at subsonic speeds. This behavior seems to be
correlated with early breaks in the rolling, pitch-
ing, and yawing moments, as evident in figure 6, and
thus is probably not due to any systematic reduction
in wing/fuselage interference. But CY for the high
pivot case is either larger or more variable than for
the low configuration in the regime of subsonic
speeds and moderate sweep, negating the
advantage at supersonic conditions. In addition, the
high pivot aggravates the transonic pitch-up
observed at intermediate sweep angles (discussed
later), and it adds a drag penalty at all flight
conditions amounting to 5% to 10% in L/D. The
remainder of the test was accordingly devoted to
the low-pivot wing configuration.
Aerodynamic Characteristics of the Low-Pivot
Configuration
The variation of the six force and moment coeffi-
cients with pitch are presented in figures 8 and 9;
the data are presented with either sweep or Mach
number as parameters. The effect of sweep angle at
each Mach number is given in figure 8, while the
effect of Mach number for the various sweep
angles tested is presented in figure 9. Finally, a
summary of derived aerodynamic characteristics
(L/D (max), CD (min), CL
a
, and Cm
a
) is presented
in figureÊ10 for sweep angles from 0¡ to 65¡ as a
function of Mach number.
Some typical features of oblique wing aerodynamic
characteristics exhibited by this model are
described and interpreted briefly below. Note that
these are rigid-wing results. The upward bend of a
6flexible wing under load can have a significant
effect on the nonlinearities observed [Hopkins,
Meriwether, and Pena 1973; Hopkins and Nelson
1976].
Lift (CL)Ñ The variation of lift with angle of
attack depends on sweep angle. It is linear with a
two-dimensional type stall at 0¡ sweep, while at
60¡ and 65¡ the lift curve is deceptively straight
because the development of vortex lift at high
angles of attack approximately compensates for the
circulation lost when the flow separates. The 30¡-
and 45¡-sweep configurations lie between these two
cases. The Òpost-stallÓ lift curve is straight and
indicates the presence of vortex lift, but with
shallower slope than the low-a  portion of the
curve. When the contributions of the body and
horizontal tail are properly accounted for, the lift
curve slope in the linear regime is well modeled by
handbook methods such as the USAF Datcom
[United States Air Force 1978], developed for con-
ventional, symmetrically swept wings. Experimen-
tal and theoretical results for CL
a
 are presented in
figure 11 as a function of Mach number for sweep
angles of 0¡, 30¡, 45¡, and 65¡. As would be expected,
the agreement deteriorates for Ma^  greater than
about 0.70, the design Mach number of the airfoils.
Drag (CD)Ñ The drag polars for low sweep angles
are unusual only in that the variable sweep permits
compressibility effects to be delayed, albeit at the
cost of somewhat higher induced drag due to the
reduction in aspect ratio. At higher sweep angles,
additional drag emerges at moderate lift
coefficients, apparently due to the onset of leading-
edge flow separation. This additional drag is dis-
tinguished from compressibility drag rise because
the lift coefficient corresponding to the onset of the
additional drag decreases as the sweep is
increased, opposite to the trend expected for classi-
cal buffet onset. Figure 12 provides comparisons of
the drag polars at Ma = 0.8 for various sweep angles
with two approximate drag models. The first drag
model is a typical attached-flow model of
CDÊ(min) plus induced drag, assuming an elliptic
span loading. The second model is a high-a  Òflat-
plateÓ model that assumes the drag grows roughly
as CL · tan a.  At 30¡ sweep, the drag departs from
the attached-flow model at CL = 0.6 and tracks the
flat plate model. The same behavior begins at
CL = 0.5 for 45¡ sweep and at CL = 0.3 for 65¡ sweep.
These conditions all correspond to fairly high two-
dimensional section lift coefficients (in relation to
Ma
^
) where a breakdown in lift would be expected
(see also Jones and Cohen [1960], pp. 42Ð48). The
resulting separated flow forms one or more leading-
edge vortices.
With the wing sufficiently swept, the drag penalty
for supersonic flight is due primarily to the F-8Õs
fuselage, as illustrated in figure 13. The nose of the
model, with its faired-over engine inlet, is not
particularly slender. CD (min) for the body and
tail alone are compared with results for  the wing
at 30¡, 45¡, and 65¡ sweep. Unfortunately,
measurements on a configuration consisting only of
the fuselage and tail were made at lower Reynolds
number corresponding to q = 500 psf, and with the
ventral fins removed, so the increments in CD (min)
shown here are not precisely correct. Nonetheless,
the wingÕs contribution to the drag at 65¡ sweep is
nearly constant through Mach 1.0, about 0.0090, as
it falls from 40% to 20% of the total, so the volume-
dependent wave drag due to the wing must there-
fore be very small.
Side Force (CY)Ñ A lift-dependent side force is one
consequence of asymmetric wing sweep. The wing,
by itself, experiences a lateral component of the lift
vector, positive here, due to the wing bank angle.
Model build-up studies performed during earlier
oblique wing tests have shown that the vertical
tail is a major contributor to the side force, in the
negative direction. In addition, the effect of the
wingÕs pressure field on the fuselage produces a
negative side force since the aft-swept wing panel
carries progressively more lift than the forward
panel as angle of attack increases. According to
Rockwell International [1987], this interference
term is comparable to the wing-alone side force for
65¡ sweep at high angles of attack. These effects,
and perhaps others, combine to form complex side-
force behavior. At 30¡ sweep, CY tends to increase
with a , indicating that the effect of bank angle is
dominant, while at high sweep angles the side
force decreases, becoming strongly negative at high
angles of attack. The 45¡-sweep case lies between
these extremes.
Rolling Moment (Cl)Ñ The nonlinearities in rolling
and pitching moments arise from the interaction of
at least two mechanisms. First is the more rapid
growth of lift on the aft-swept wing panel com-
pared with the forward panel followed by stall of
the aft-swept wing, and second is the formation of a
leading-edge vortex affecting primarily the
forward-swept panel. Thus the initial response to
increased a  is faster growth of lift on the aft wing,
hence positive rolling moment, followed by a rever-
sal. For subsonic flight at intermediate sweep
7angles, a distinct break is observed, while at high
sweeps the effect is milder but with the same ulti-
mate tendency to roll to the left once the aft-swept
wing stalls.
The rolling moment characteristics are further
complicated by the fact that the wing is mounted
above the moment reference axis. The wing sweep
produces a side-force component of the total resul-
tant force (sometimes thought of as Òleading edge
suctionÓ) as a result of the induced flow field. For a
symmetrical swept wing, the side force on the left
and right sides balance, but on an oblique wing
there is a net side force on the wing which produces
a rolling moment if the wing is not located in the
plane of the center of gravity. (See also the discus-
sion by Morris [1990].)
Pitching Moment (Cm)Ñ While the wingÕs contri-
bution to the pitching moment follows the pattern
described above for rolling moment, Cm is domi-
nated by the effect of the horizontal tail, just as it
is for conventional aircraft. The swept wing does
appear to create a small pitch-up tendency at some
transonic conditions, again like many airplanes
with symmetrically swept wings. Note that there
is little variation in pitching moment with wing
sweep, and thus little change in trim or stability
level, an advantage of oblique wings over other
variable geometry designs.
Yawing Moment (Cn)Ñ The nonlinear variation of
yawing moment with angle of attack is somewhat
Mach and sweep dependent, but the general pattern
is for the zero-lift value to decrease initially and
then reverse at an intermediate lift coefficient.
Note the jump in the zero-lift Cn from sub- to super-
sonic Mach number; see figures 9(c) and (d) for
sweeps 45¡ and 60¡. (The under-swept case illus-
trated in figure 9(b) for Mach = 1.20, L  = 30¡ is
probably too badly separated to be relevant.) As
was the case with CY, discussed above, the vertical
tail has been found to have an important effect, as
does wing/body interference.
Effects of Sideslip
The low-pivot configuration (LP) was also tested at
sideslip angles of ±5¡. These data are presented in
figure 14 for sweep angles of 0¡ (Mach 0.70), 30¡
(MachÊ0.80), and 65¡ (Mach 0.80 and 1.20). Note
that the forces and moments are plotted against
angle of attack here rather than lift coefficient and
that for the symmetric, 0¡-sweep case, only
positive sideslip was tested. The lift and drag data
are presented in the stability axis system, so the
drag coefficients plotted for non-zero b  are actually
CDS rather than CD. CDS is the balance force
resolved in the direction of the wind vector
projected onto the body mid-plane (fig. 1). The
effects of sideslip on lift and drag are consistent
with small changes in sweep angle: increasing the
sweep reduces both lift-curve slope and drag. Side
force, CY, is dominated by the fuselage and tail; it
responds linearly and symmetrically to sideslip.
The rolling and yawing moments of this asymmet-
rical configuration are somewhat more strongly
affected by sideslip. Cl
b
, the dihedral effect, was
computed from the test data for both positive and
negative b  and is presented in figure 15. The zero-
sweep value is negative, as expected for a high-
wing configuration with small positive dihedral of
the wing. For 30¡ sweep, Cl
b
 varies widely in the
angle-of-attack region where the left-hand wing
panel stalls. The behavior is more moderate at
higher sweep angles, and is fairly symmetrical
with respect to sideslip direction.
Yawing moment is well behaved for small angles
but tends toward a b -independent positive value at
high angles of attack. Directional stability
parameter Cn
b
 is plotted in figure 16, where for the
swept cases the derivative has been computed from
the test data for both positive and negative b . Cn
b
vanishes above about 12¡ angle of attack. This is
evidently a feature of the F-8 fuselage and vertical
tail, since it is present even for the zero-sweep case.
When the wing is swept, the configurationÕs asym-
metry does have an effect: Cn
b
 deteriorates some-
what earlier for positive b  (fuselage nose to the left
of the wind axis, corresponding to increased wing
sweep angle). The early break in Cn
b
 for 30¡ sweep
(at small positive a ), which would appear to be
the result of shock-induced stall, is dependent on
the sweep-plus-sideslip angle of the wing. These
effects are secondary to the behavior of the
fuselage/vertical tail, and lead to only small
shifts in the limiting angle of attack.
High-Speed Performance
Base configurationÑ Values of L/D (max) were
determined by inspection of the data for each Mach
number and sweep. The envelope of the L/DÊcurves,
presented in figure 17, is in reasonable agreement
with the expectation, based on simple sweep
theory, that the best performance will be obtained
when the airfoils are operating at their design
Mach number, about 0.70 for this configuration.
8Thus, 30¡ sweep proves best at Mach 0.80
(Ma
^
 = 0.69), 45¡ sweep is superior at Mach 0.95
(Ma^  = 0.67), and 60¡ sweep is best at supersonic
Mach numbers up to 1.40 (Ma
^
 = 0.70). The trend
from Mach 1.20 to 1.40 suggests that the benefit of
sweep angles above 60¡ will be modest. The agree-
ment with the simple sweep theory prediction is
noteworthy, since computational experiments have
shown that it is a poor predictor of wing pressure
distributions at high sweep angles, where the
aspect ratio is so low that three-dimensional
effects are significant over the whole span.
The maximum L/D results with the wing unswept
show no sign of the transonic dip at Mach numbers
below the airfoilÕs design point which has been
observed for a ÒsupercriticalÓ wing [Jones 1977;
Graham, Jones, and Summers 1973]. In that case, the
subcritical performance of the wing section was
compromised by the choice of a shock-free rather
than a balanced, weak-shock design as in the
present wing.
Lift/Drag ratioÑ More relevant to the flight
vehicle is the relationship between L/D and Mach
number for constant lift. At constant altitude, the
lift coefficient varies inversely with the square of
the Mach number. The aerodynamic efficiency for a
representative constant value of CL ·  Ma2 is
plotted in figureÊ18, with a separate curve for each
wing sweep angle. The flight condition corresponds
to a 24,000 lb aircraft in level flight at 30,000 ft
altitude. This figure illustrates typical aircraft
performance with a variable-sweep oblique wing;
note that the L/D envelope is broader than could be
obtained with fixed wing sweep.
DragriseÑ Because of its variable-sweep wing, the
high-speed performance of the OWRA is not
dependent on its dragrise characteristics at
constant sweep. However, these results can provide
some verification that the desired airfoil prop-
erties were achieved. The design conditions for the
Ames sections were cl = 1.0 at Ma = 0.70, for
Re = 20 million. Only the 12%-thick tip section,
OW 70-10-12, has been tested [Kennelly and Hicks,
private communication]. The sectionÕs dragrise
characteristics at constant lift coefficients from
0.60 to 1.20 are presented in figure 19. Looking
ahead to figure 20, the OWRA configuration
performs as well as or better than the tip airfoil
with respect to dragrise. This suggests that
OW 70-10-14, the more aggressive, but untested,
14%-thick center airfoil, is performing well.
A plot of zero-sweep drag coefficient vs. Mach
number (fig. 20) for the Ames 300 sq ft wing at con-
stant lift coefficient shows almost no Òdrag creepÓ
for lift coefficients up to 1.0, and the break in the
drag coefficient due to compressibility occurs at
about Mach 0.70. Results from the Rockwell-
designed 300 sq ft wing are also shown for compari-
son; the data from which these dragrise curves
were derived was reported earlier [Kennelly et al.
1990]. The Ames wing sections were designed for
higher lift coefficients and clearly perform better
in this regime than does the (constant 14%-thick)
section chosen by Rockwell.
High-speed cruise flaps and aileronsÑ Wing-alone
flow calculations performed during the design
phase of the OWRA project suggested that roll trim
could be achieved along with improvements in
chordwise pressure distribution and induced drag by
using a combination of upward wing bend and
variable camber. Trimming with upward bend
alone led to excessively high leading edge suction
peaks on the forward wing panel. Several antisym-
metric flap and aileron deflections (somewhat
larger than those predicted to be desirable) were
tested at sweep angles of 45¡, 60¡, and 65¡. The basic
results, presented in figure 21 for 45¡, 60¡, and 65¡
sweep angles, show little or no drag reduction for
any of the variations tested. While some configu-
rations appear to offer a benefit for transonic condi-
tions at high angle of attack, data reliability
above about 10¡ is poorÑsee the Error Analysis dis-
cussion, below. Finer deflection increments and
flow-aligned flap edges would probably be benefi-
cial, but the limited set of deflected model flaps
available precluded a more detailed investigation.
Antisymmetric flap deflection does provide some
roll trim at 45¡ sweep. The combined (inboard and
outboard) flaps with – 5¡ deflection provide about
half the rolling-moment increment of the 10¡
aileron deflection. At higher sweep angles the
flaps were ineffective; see below for further discus-
sion of roll trim.
Flap Effectiveness and Low-Speed Performance
Clean configurationÑ Unswept OWRA character-
istics (untrimmed) were presented in figure 6(a) for
Ma = 0.40, and the effect of Mach number is also
summarized in figure 9(a). Some additional data
points and a comparison with the Rockwell wing
are presented in figure 22, which shows CL (max)
vs. Mach for both wings.
9Landing flapsÑ The 300 sq ft wingÕs plain flaps
were deflected by 30¡ and 50¡ to study high-lift
performance at Mach 0.40 with the wing unswept.
The results are presented in figure 23. At 30¡ deflec-
tion, either inboard or outboard flap segment alone
increased the maximum lift by about 4% over the
clean wing CL (max) of 1.47, while both together
yielded 1.60, a 9% improvement. Slightly inferior
results were obtained with the 50¡ deflection,
achieving a CL (max) of 1.56. The primary effect of
the larger flap angle was a reduction in the angle of
attack at which maximum lift occurred. CL (max)
occurs at 12¡ for the clean wing, 10¡ for the 30¡
setting, and 8¡ for the 50¡ setting.
At either deflection angle, the outboard flap seg-
ment increased the lift more efficiently than the
inboard segment, while both segments combined (up
to the stall angle) produced the lowest lift-drag
ratio. In addition to causing less drag, the outboard
flaps had a smaller effect on pitching moment than
did the inboard segments (fig. 23).
A single run at Mach 0.30 demonstrated the varia-
tion of CL (max) with Mach number. The chord
Reynolds number for this run was 2.7Ê · Ê106. A lift
coefficient of 1.68 was obtained at 10¡ angle of
attack with the wing unswept and both inboard and
outboard flap segments deflected 50¡, compared
with CL = 1.56 for the same configuration at Mach
0.40, as shown in figure 24. These CL (max) results
are significantly lower than the values used in the
OWRA design report, where CLÊ(max) was assumed
to be greater than 2.0 [Rockwell International 1987].
Although the trend shown here of increasing CL
(max) with decreasing Mach number is encouraging,
it is not clear that the assumed value can be
obtained at landing conditions, where the full-
scale OWRA chord Reynolds number would be about
6.3Ê· Ê106 and Mach number would be about 0.15.
LoiterÑ Since the promise of efficient loiter per-
formance provided some of the motivation for the
OWRA program, a series of runs was devoted to
studying the effect on drag of several different
inboard and outboard flap settings. Data were
taken at Mach 0.40 and 0.60, with both positive
and negative 5¡ flap angles. FigureÊ25 shows the
results, including a close-up look at the drag polar
using an expanded CD scale. As was the case with
the landing flaps, the inboard and outboard flap
segments were about equally effective in augment-
ing lift at a given angle of attack, and the two com-
bined had twice the effect of either one alone. At
the lower Mach number, none of the loiter flap con-
figurations were able to reduce drag over the nor-
mal operating range of lift coefficients. At Mach
0.60, the results for a combined flap setting of Ð5¡
(upward) flap angle were slightly better than the
baseline wing for CL below 0.35, showing a drag
reduction of about 10 to 20 counts, and about equal to
the baseline at higher CL. Once again, the limited
set of deflected model flaps precluded more
detailed investigation.
Control Surface Effectiveness in Roll
AileronsÑ Aileron effectiveness was measured for
asymmetric deflections of 10¡ and 30¡, in both roll
directions (for the symmetric, zero-sweep case only
right-hand roll deflections were evaluated). Force
and moment results for these configurations are pre-
sented in figure 26, grouped by sweep angle. The
low-sweep cases with 30¡ right-hand roll aileron
deflection were run at a dynamic pressure of only
500 psf to reduce the rolling moment applied to the
balance. Even at q = 500, some of these runs are
incomplete because the large rolling moments gen-
erated at low angles of attack exceeded the balance
capacity.
Rolling moment has been plotted against aileron
deflection angle in figure 27 for three cases, with
all data interpolated to a common lift coefficient of
0.30: sweep angles of 30¡ and 45¡ for Mach 0.80 and
at the largest available sweep angle of 65¡ at Mach
1.20. The abscissa for these plots is the left aileron
deflection, although both aileron surfaces are
deflected. The aileron response is fairly linear and
symmetrical, but aileron effectiveness evidently
falls off rapidly beyond 45¡ sweep. If the OWRA is
to be rolled using wing-mounted control surfaces,
then a supplement to the ailerons that does not
deteriorate with increasing sweep may be required.
One such approach is discussed in the next section.
Deflected tipsÑ While the effectiveness of con-
ventional ailerons decreases with wing sweep,
movable wing tip sections (here, hinged along the
chord lines at ±85% semispan) provide superior roll
control at high sweep angles. They have more sur-
face area per unit of span and are located to take
best advantage of the available moment arm.
Forces and moments for the wing with individual
deflections of the tips by 5¡ and 10¡ are presented in
figure 28.
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At a fixed lift coefficient of 0.30, rolling moment is
plotted as a function of deflection angle in figure 29
for Mach 0.80 at 45¡ sweep and for Mach 1.20 at 65¡.
(Note that a downward tip deflection, labeled
positive here, decreases the local angle of attack on
a forward-swept wing panel but increases the angle
of attack on the aft-swept panel.) The response is
linear, with nearly equal effectiveness on left and
right sides. Slopes derived from linear least-
squares fits ranged from 0.0003 to 0.0006 per degree
of tip deflection.
Comparing the results for ailerons and deflected
tips for the 45¡ sweep, Mach 0.80 case, the summed
effect of both tips together was somewhat less than
the ailerons, with a rolling moment slope of
roughly 0.00105/deg vs. 0.00175/deg for the ailer-
ons. With 65¡ wing sweep, Mach 1.20, the relation-
ship is reversed: the deflected tips are three times
as effective in roll as the ailerons, producing about
0.00064/deg compared with 0.00020/deg for the
ailerons.
The side effects of individual wing tip deflections
include complex changes in yawing moment and a
more easily understood shift in pitching moment.
The yawing moment response was rather different
for left and right surfaces: the right (upstream) tip
had a much greater effect on the moment, particu-
larly at 65¡ sweep. Upward deflection of the right
tip produced a strong positive shift (aircraft nose
right) in Cn beginning at 4¡ angle of attack, while
similar deflection of the left tip had little effect,
tracking the positive break in Cn at a  = 8¡ exhib-
ited by the clean wing. Figure 30 illustrates this
left-right asymmetry for Mach 1.20 at 65¡ sweep.
The effect of tip deflection on pitching moment is
simpler to understand: upward deflection of either
left or right tip yields a positive increment which
is only weakly dependent on angle of attack (see
fig. 31). This may be interpreted geometrically
since upward bend on the forward-swept wing panel
adds to the local angle of attack, while the same
bend on the rearward-swept surface reduces the
angle. Either way, the effect is to shift the center
of lift forward, increasing the nose-up moment.
The effects of tip deflection for transonic flow at
intermediate sweep angles are not to be trusted. As
for the cruise flaps, these data are corrupted by an
insufficiently controlled test parameter for high
angle of attack (above about 10¡). This is discussed
further below, in the Error Analysis section.
Pitch-up at Transonic Speeds
As often observed with conventional swept wing
configurations, the wing exhibited a tendency to
pitch up as the rear wing stalled. This effect, due to
disproportionate loss of lift on the more highly
loaded aft-swept panel, occurred at transonic Mach
numbers, Ma = 0.80 to 0.95, and for moderate sweep
angles, L Ê=Ê30¡ and 45¡. The pitch-up occurs simul-
taneously with the breaks in the rolling and yaw-
ing moments. Low-pivot results for CL vs. a , Cl, Cm,
and Cn are presented in figure 32. Several special
runs were made with finer angle-of-attack steps in
the region of interest, and at Mach 0.85, which was
not otherwise part of the test schedule. At 30¡
sweep, there was only a flattening of d(Cm)/d(CL)
for Mach 0.70 and 0.80Ñno pitch-up was observed
despite clear rolling moment breaks at CLÊ=Ê0.70
and 0.90, respectively. For higher Mach numbers
neither rolling nor pitching moment showed these
nonlinearities, presumably because the under-swept
wing was always beyond stall onset. With 45¡ of
sweep, the pitch-up was present from Mach = 0.85
to 0.95 and occurred at the same (Mach-dependent)
values of lift coefficient as the break in the rolling
moment. For supersonic speeds the pitch-up was not
observed.
A pitch-up was also observed at subsonic Mach
numbers with the wing swept 65¡, as may be seen in
figures 8(a) and (c) for Mach 0.60 and 0.80. These
are not normal flight conditions except perhaps for
penetration through turbulence. The mechanism is
evidently different from the transonic case above,
since the low speed and high sweep eliminate any
aft-wing stall related to compressibility effects.
The high sweep does cause excessive loading on the
aft wing, though, and the effective section lift
coefficient is well beyond CL (max) of the airfoils,
so this effect is probably caused by the progressive
onset of ordinary stall coupled with boundary layer
build-up on the downstream wing panel.
Fuselage-Mounted Vortex Generator
A small, triangular Òshark-finÓ vortex generator
(approximately 1.375 in. high) mounted on the
fuselage ahead of, and protruding slightly higher
than, the wing was found to be ineffective in
improving the nonlinear roll, pitch, and yaw char-
acteristics associated with stall. The rolling
moment, in particular, was unchanged except at
those conditions where the pitch-up occurs. Over
this narrow range, Cl became slightly more nega-
tive and the pitch-up was aggravated, suggesting
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that the stall on the rearward-swept left wing had
been made worse. The yawing moment was also
slightly affected by the vortex generator: Cn is
shifted in the negative direction for the 45¡ sweep
cases, and in the positive direction for 65¡ sweep.
This approach to moderating undesirable charac-
teristics associated with aft-wing stall probably
deserves another look, perhaps augmented by sur-
face flow visualization, and should include wing-
mounted vortex generators.
Effects of Dynamic Pressure
Several run conditions were repeated at q = 1200 psf
over a reduced range of angles limited by balance
capacity constraints. Since the calculated effect of q
on wing bend was small, this amounted to a study of
Reynolds number sensitivity. For L  = 30¡, data were
taken at Mach 0.80 and 1.20, and for L Ê=Ê65¡ at
Mach 1.20 (fig. 33). Corresponding chord-based
Reynolds numbers for Mach 0.80 were 3.1Ê· Ê106
(qÊ=Ê700) and 5.2 · Ê106 (qÊ=Ê1200), and 2.4Ê · Ê106 and
4.0Ê · Ê106 for Mach 1.20. The biggest differences
were seen for the Mach 0.80, L  = 30¡ case
(Ma
^
Ê=Ê0.693): both lift-curve slope and the force-
break lift coefficient (the lift coefficient where a
significant change in slope occurs) increase with
Reynolds number while CD (min) is reduced; the
result was an 11% increase in L/D (max), typical of
models tested at these Reynolds numbers. The other
forces and moments were essentially unchanged
below about CLÊ=Ê0.80, where the rear wing panel
stalled. At 65¡ sweep, the data were unaffected by
Reynolds number up to CLÊ» Ê0.20, except for a small
reduction in CD (min) at Mach 0.80.
Error Analysis
While no formal analysis of the accuracy or preci-
sion of these results has been performed, data from
several repeat runs are presented (fig.Ê34). Note
that these comparisons include data from Test
#079-1-11 (the primary source of data for this
report) and from Test #100-1-11 (conducted a year
later). The data generally agree wellÑthere was
little run-to-run variation, except at very high
angles of attack. All comparisons include either
runs made before and after the base pressure sensor
mishap (run number 28) or from both test entries, so
the satisfactory drag repeatability confirms the
base-pressure correction technique applied.
The poor repeatability of some transonic runs at
high angle of attack has been alluded to in the dis-
cussion of cruise flaps and deflected tips, above.
Among the repeat runs shown, this is evident in
figure 34(c), sweep 30¡ at Mach 0.80; in figure 34(d),
sweep 45¡ at Mach 0.80; and in figure 34(e), sweep
45¡ at Mach 1.20. We have concluded that this was
not caused by model configuration errors, e.g.,
improperly recorded pivot height or sweep angle,
and is not exclusively associated with the Test
#079-1-11 data. A possible culprit is insufficient
care in maintaining the grit strip intended to trip
the boundary layer, coupled with a sensitivity of
the configuration with respect to flow separation at
high angle of attack (above about 10¡). A clear
lesson to be drawn from this is that future oblique
wing testing will require closer attention to trip
efficacy, including appropriate flow visualization
to verify that transition occurs as intended,
although some other cause may yet be discovered.
In any event, these unreliable data lie well above
the normal flight regime and do not affect the main
conclusions from the test.
Concluding Remarks
The following remarks, presented in the order that
the various points were discussed in the text, sum-
marize the main conclusions of this study.
(1) As in the case of the previously reported
Rockwell wing, the high pivot caused excessive
drag with little reduction in wing/fuselage inter-
ference and was less stable in pitch for high angles
of attack.
(2) Simple models of lift and drag based on airfoil
characteristics and simple sweep theory, with
extensions for separated flow, provide a useful
characterization of oblique wing performance.
(3) The overall F-8 OWRA drag is rather high, but
most of this is caused by the large, blunt fuselage
with abruptly faired-over engine inlet.
(4) Side force and the three moments are complex
functions of sweep, Mach number, and lift. The
underlying flow mechanisms are similar to those
observed on conventional, symmetrically swept
wings, but they manifest themselves differently
because of the asymmetric wing and its interactions
with the fuselage.
(5) The directional stability of the F-8 OWRA
with the wing swept is only slightly degraded in
comparison to the zero-sweep configuration.
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(6) The performance benefits of variable geometry
were confirmed for sweep angles up to 60¡ at Mach
1.40; higher speed testing will be required to check
whether higher sweeps are desirable.
(7) The thick, high-lift, supercritical airfoils
designed for the Ames 300 sq ft wing appear to have
achieved their design objectives. Both the wing
dragrise characteristics and the performance
envelope at the various sweep angles are in agree-
ment with expectations based on simple sweep the-
ory. No off-design penalty attributable to the use of
supercritical sections was observed.
(8) Cruise and loiter flaps were found to be ineffec-
tive in reducing drag for the limited set of flap
deflections tested. Asymmetrical deflection of
cruise flaps can be useful for roll trim with negligi-
ble drag penalty.
(9) High lift performance with segmented plain
flaps was measured. Although maximum lift was
somewhat improved by flap deflection, the largest
effects were an increase in drag and a shift of a  for
maximum lift to lower values. The maximum lift
coefficient was strongly affected by Mach number.
(10) Deflected wing tips were found useful for roll
control and are superior to ailerons at high sweep
angles. Both deflected tips and ailerons have side
effects on pitching and yawing moments.
(11) A pitch-up was observed for intermediate
sweep angles at transonic Mach numbers. The pitch-
up is associated with the increase in lift loading on
the rear wing panel as angle of attack is increased,
leading to buffet and/or stall of the rear wing
panel. This pitch-up is typical of conventional
swept wings except for the coupled nonlinearities in
rolling and yawing moment due to the asymmetric
configuration.
(12) A fuselage-mounted vortex generator posi-
tioned ahead of the center of the wing did not sig-
nificantly affect the nonlinear characteristics of
the oblique wing as various portions of the wing
stalled.
(13) With the exception of drag, the forces and
moments were not significantly affected by varia-
tion in Reynolds number. The decrease of drag with
increasing Reynolds number was typical of models
tested at these Reynolds numbers.
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Table  1. F-8 OWRA model  dimensions (Ames wing).
Fuselage
Length 55.677 in.
Maximum depth (at station 11.850) 6.589 in.
Maximum width (at station 32.828 in.) 5.278 in.
Base diameter 3.750 in.
Wing
Span 58.524 in.
Area 326.97 sq in.
Chord Root 8.193 in.
85% semi-span (planform break) 3.933 in.
Tip 1.844 in.
Reference 5.587 in.
Aspect ratio Sweep 0° 10.47
Section (see table 2) Root OW 70-10-14
85% semi-span OW 70-10-12
Incidence Root 0°
85% semi-span –2°
0.40-chord sweep 0°
Dihedral (due to straight upper surface 0.40 chord line) 0.67°
Horizontal tail
Span 18.868 in.
Area 101.74 sq in.
Chord Root (on centerline) 9.396 in.
Tip 1.388 in.
Aspect ratio 3.50
Section NACA 65A006
Incidence 0°
0.25-chord sweep 45°
Dihedral 6°
Vertical tail
Span 12.608 in.
Area 107.85 sq in.
Chord Root (on centerline) 13.570 in.
Tip 3.539 in.
Aspect ratio 1.45
Section NACA 65A006
Incidence 0°
0.25-chord sweep 45°
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Table 2.  Model configuration codes and angle-of-attack schedule.
Configuration codes
Config Pivot VG LT LA LO LI RI RO RA RT
1 LP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 LP on 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 HP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 HPF 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 LP 0 10 0 0 0 0 -10 0
6 LP 0 30 0 0 0 0 -30 0
7 LP 0 -30 0 0 0 0 30 0
8 LP 0 -10 0 0 0 0 10 0
9 LP +5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 LP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 +5
11 LP -5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 LP 0 0 0 +30 +30 0 0 0
17 LP 0 0 +30 0 0 +30 0 0
18 LP 0 0 +30 +30 +30 +30 0 0
19 LP 0 0 0 +50 +50 0 0 0
20 LP 0 0 +50 0 0 +50 0 0
21 LP 0 0 +50 +50 +50 +50 0 0
22 LP 0 -10 -5 -5 +5 +5 +10 0
23 LP 0 -10 -5 -5 +10 +10 +10 0
24 LP 0 0 -5 -5 +5 +5 0 0
26 LP 0 0 0 +5 +5 0 0 0
27 LP 0 0 +5 0 0 +5 0 0
28 LP 0 0 +5 +5 +5 +5 0 0
29 LP 0 0 0 -5 -5 0 0 0
30 LP 0 0 -5 0 0 -5 0 0
31 LP 0 0 -5 -5 -5 -5 0 0
32 LP 0 0 -5 -5 -5 -5 0 0
33 LP 0 0 -5 0 0 +5 0 0
34 LP -10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
35 LP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -10
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A -5, -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, +1, +2, +4, +6, +8, +10, +12, +14, +16, +18
B -4, -2, 0, +2, +4, +6, +8, +10, +12, +14, +16, +18
C +2, +3, +4, +5, +6
D +4, +5, +6, +7, +8, +9, +10
E -4, -2, 0, +2, +4, +6, +7, +8, +9, +10, +11, +12, +13, +14, +15, +16 (Test #100-1-11)
F -4, -2, 0, +2, +4, +6 (Test #100-1-11)
G -4, -2, 0, +1, +2, +3, +4, +5, +6, +8 (Test #100-1-11)
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Figure 2.  F-8 OWRA model, showing coordinate origin and moment reference center.
33
Figure 3(a). Ames oblique wing airfoil OW 70-10-12.
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Figure 3(a), concluded. Ames oblique wing airfoil OW 70-10-12.
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Figure 3(b). Ames oblique wing airfoil OW 70-10-14.
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0.580000 0.073810 -0.040506 0.016652 0.114316
0.600000 0.072679 -0.036742 0.017969 0.109421
0.620000 0.071313 -0.032825 0.019244 0.104138
0.640000 0.069690 -0.028808 0.020441 0.098498
0.660000 0.067782 -0.024754 0.021514 0.092536
0.680000 0.065566 -0.020726 0.022420 0.086292
0.700000 0.063030 -0.016790 0.023120 0.079820
0.720000 0.060160 -0.013018 0.023571 0.073178
0.740000 0.056955 -0.009474 0.023741 0.066429
0.760000 0.053420 -0.006224 0.023598 0.059644
0.780000 0.049571 -0.003333 0.023119 0.052904
0.800000 0.045433 -0.000861 0.022286 0.046294
0.820000 0.041030 0.001129 0.021080 0.039901
0.840000 0.036399 0.002590 0.019495 0.033809
0.860000 0.031574 0.003455 0.017515 0.028119
0.880000 0.026586 0.003671 0.015129 0.022915
0.900000 0.021459 0.003174 0.012317 0.018285
0.920000 0.016202 0.001890 0.009046 0.014312
0.940000 0.010799 -0.000258 0.005271 0.011057
0.960000 0.005197 -0.003357 0.000920 0.008554
0.970000 0.002290 -0.005292 -0.001501 0.007582
0.980000 -0.000721 -0.007494 -0.004108 0.006773
0.990000 -0.003881 -0.009962 -0.006922 0.006081
0.995000 -0.005565 -0.011285 -0.008425 0.005720
1.000000 -0.007654 -0.012654 -0.010154 0.005000
Figure 3(b), concluded. Ames oblique wing airfoil OW 70-10-14.
37
Figure 4.  High and low pivots.
38
Figure 5(a).  Installation photograph of the F-8 OWRA model with Ames 300 sq ft wing.
39
Figure 5(b).  Installation photograph of the F-8 OWRA model with Ames 300 sq ft wing.
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Figure 11. Effect of Mach number and sweep on lift-curve slope.
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Figure 12(a). Evidence of flow separation at high sweep angles; sweep = 30 deg.
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Figure 12(b). Evidence of flow separation at high sweep angles; sweep = 45 deg.
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Figure 12(c). Evidence of flow separation at high sweep angles; sweep = 65 deg.
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Figure 13. Effect of the wing on minimum drag coefficient.
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Figure 15(a). Dihedral effect stability parameter for positive sideslip angle.
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Figure 15(b). Dihedral effect stability parameter for negative sideslip angle.
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Figure 16(a). Directional stability parameter for positive sideslip angle.
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Figure 16(b). Directional stability parameter for negative sideslip angle.
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Figure 17. Effect of sweep on aerodynamic efficiency.
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Figure 18. L/D for level flight.
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Figure 19. Experimental dragrise for airfoil OW 70-10-12.
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Figure 20. Zero-sweep dragrise for the Ames and Rockwell wings.
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Figure 22. Low-speed, clean wing performance of Ames and Rockwell wings.
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Figure 27(a). Aileron roll effectiveness for sweep = 30 deg, Mach = 0.80.
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Figure 27(b). Aileron roll effectiveness for sweep = 45 deg, Mach = 0.80.
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Figure 27(c). Aileron roll effectiveness for sweep = 65 deg, Mach = 1.20.
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Figure 29(a). Tip deflection effectiveness for sweep = 45 deg, Mach = 0.80.
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Figure 29(b). Tip deflection effectiveness for sweep = 45 deg, Mach = 1.20.
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Figure 29(c). Tip deflection effectiveness for sweep = 65 deg, Mach = 1.20.
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Figure 30. Right tip deflection provokes early break in yawing moment.
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Figure 31. Effect of upward tip deflection on pitching moment is symmetrical.
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Experimental Aerodynamic Characteristics of an Oblique Wing
for the F-8 OWRA
Robert A. Kennelly, Jr., Ralph L. Carmichael, Stephen C. Smith,
James M. Strong, and Ilan M. Kroo*
An experimental investigation was conducted during June–July 1987 in the NASA Ames 11-Foot Transonic Wind
Tunnel to study the aerodynamic performance and stability and control characteristics of a 0.087-scale model of an
F-8 airplane fitted with an oblique wing. This effort was part of the Oblique Wing Research Aircraft (OWRA) program
performed in conjunction with Rockwell International. The Ames-designed, aspect ratio 10.47, tapered wing used
specially designed supercritical airfoils with 0.14 thickness/chord ratio at the root and 0.12 at the 85% span location.
The wing was tested at two different mounting heights above the fuselage.
Performance and longitudinal stability data were obtained at sweep angles of 0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, and 65° at Mach
numbers ranging from 0.30 to 1.40. Reynolds number varied from 3.1 × 106 to 5.2 × 106, based on the reference chord
length. Angle of attack was varied from –5° to 18°. The performance of this wing is compared with that of another
oblique wing, designed by Rockwell International, which was tested as part of the same development program. Lateral-
directional stability data were obtained for a limited combination of sweep angles and Mach numbers. Sideslip angle
was varied from –5° to +5°.
Landing flap performance was studied, as were the effects of cruise flap deflections to achieve roll trim and tailor
wing camber for various flight conditions. Roll-control authority of the flaps and ailerons was measured. A novel,
deflected wing tip was evaluated for roll-control authority at high sweep angles.
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